
Attendance
----------------

Steve T
James
John S
Giuseppe
Joanna
Alvaro
Emir
Gilles

Minutes
-----------

GDB Presentations in July
GOCDB, Accounting, Gstat ?

Cryil meeting - next tuesday
Regionalization Document - no status

Updates
------------

Gridview Availability reports
  * some problems with CE tests in 64 bit arch/ mixed 32/64 bit arch.  this is now fixed and 
give a reasonable report.

Metric result store
  * Metric results bit done.  Now working on the profiles from MDDB. Also waiting on finalized 
ATP schema.  All coming together now, but a bit delayed.

James:  Now all components are going to be deployable on either Oracle or MySQL.

Metrics Portal - working on getting data
 - GGUS - waiting on Thorsten (updated via mail the interface will be available mid-June)
 - SLA - in conversation with John already

Nagios
 - Code for getting results into Site from ROC is now checked in.  Big changes !!!
 - Some messaging stuff done for the config stuff which is good.

Meetings
-------------
Gilles - 7th June @ CERN

EGEE'09

proposal for 3 sessions
1 monitoring - steve + emir

1 Regional tools for ROC/NGIs



1 Messaging for VO/Developers

AOB
------

Discussion on Dashboards
 - What is relationship between Nagios portal/MyOSG based 'sam portal'/ regional 
dashboARD???
Summary:  They all seem to do similar things - need to work out what is the solution on 
EGEE timescale (Regionalised dashboard from Lyon) and what could be available for NGIs 
to modify for their workflows (e.g. regional ticketing etc...)

Things to do:
  DESCRIBE MDDB and profiles and how to create new ones

Training
-----------
More details next meeting on possible dates (july) for messaging training and agenda.

Christos
FUSE broker - we should use a different string in Infosys?
James - perhaps different version -e.g. FUSE-5.3.0.0 or Apache-5.2.0.1

Next meeting - 2 weeks


